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In 2018, a flash flood occurred in the Zhongdu river, which lies in Yibin, Sichuan province of
China. The flood caused many casualties and significant damage to people living nearby.
Due to the difficulty in predicting where and when flash floods will happen, it is nearly
impossible to set up monitors in advance to detect the floods in detail. Field investigations
are usually carried out to study the flood propagation and disaster-causing mechanism after
the flood’s happening. The field studies take the relic left by the flash flood to deduce the
peak level, peak discharge, bed erosion, etc. and further revel the mechanism between
water and sediment transport during the flash flood This kind of relic-based study will
generate bigger errors in regions with great bed deformation. In this study, we come up with
numerical simulations to investigate the flash flood that happened in the Zhongdu river. The
simulations are based on two-dimensional shallow water models coupled with sediment
transport and bed deformation models. Based on the real water level and discharge profile
measured by a hydrometric station nearby, the numerical simulation reproduced the flash
flood in the valley. The results show the flood coverage, water level variation, and velocity
distribution during the flood. The simulation offers great help in studying the damage-causing
process. Furthermore, simulations without considering sediment transport are also carried
out to study the impact of bed erosion and sedimentation. The study proved that, without
considering bed deformation, the flood may be greatly underestimated, and the sediment
lying in the valley has great impact on flood power.
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INTRODUCTION

Mountainous areas take up 75% of the world’s land. In Europe there have been 1,564 flood events
(1870–2016), of which 879 (56%) were flash floods, 606 (39%) were river floods, 56 (4%) were coastal
floods, and the remaining 23 (1.5%) were compound events (Paprotny, et al., 2018). In China,
mountainous areas cover 2/3 of the country’s land, and regions at high risk of mountainous flash
floods take 48% of the land and support 44.2% of the population (He, et al., 2018; Wang, et al., 2019).
Flash floods, induced by heavy rain, cause great destruction to people’s lives and property because of
sharply changing landslides, debris flow, and huge floods. According to statistics, 70% of the flood
disasters since the foundation of PRC have occurred in mountainous areas. Due to the continuous
construction of levees at plain rivers, the percentage of flood disasters of plain rivers keeps decreasing,
while the proportion of mountainous flash floods is rising. Furthermore, due to the rapid economic
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development in mountainous areas, more and more people are
gathering in the towns and villages near rivers. From 2003 to
2013, mountainous flash floods led to 79.5% of casualties of flood-
induced deaths (Ma et al., 2019). Disaster prevention and control
of mountainous flash floods are major issues for the local
government.

Flash floods happen more frequently than landslides or debris
flow. In 2015, the occurrence rates of the three types of disasters
were 54.2, 21.0, and 25.1%, respectively. Flash floods are usually
induced by rapidly gathered rain. The flood takes sediments down
the hill. Usually, the density of the water is lower than the debris
flow, and the fluid still functions in the way of Newtonian fluid
and suffers low resistance from the bed. The flood moves quickly,
affects a large region, and leaves little time for early warning. The
flood causes great damage to people living nearby. In
mountainous areas, people usually live in flat places along the
river, and facilities, such as villages, roads, and railways, are all
put there.

For long-term and large-scale flooding, like the flooding in
large rivers, the use of satellite remote sensing is the most efficient
way to identify the area of flood inundations (Bates, 2012;
Rahman and Di, 2016). The remote sensing method utilizes
topographic data to estimate the dynamics of flood
inundation. While for flash flooding in mountainous
catchments, the flood is abrupt and small-scale, the image
interval of satellites is too long to analyze the flooding process.
The data obtained by satellites is usually taken as one post-survey
tool to figure out the damage caused by the flash flood (Mashaly
and Ghoneim, 2018; Sayama, et al., 2019). Furthermore, if a large
amount of remote sensing data about different flash floods is
obtained, data mining techniques or artificial intelligence (AI)
methods can make predications for the possibility of future flash
floods (Prasad and Pani, 2017; Wu, et al., 2019; Bui, et al., 2020).
Based on certain similarities among previous flash floods, these
studies present us with large-scale properties of flash floods, while
the demand for studying the flash flood in detail and making
safeguard manners is urgent.

In order to deal with the threat of flash floods, pre-warning
systems are set by many countries. These systems usually firstly
carry out statistical analysis of the rainfall and floods, make a
standard for the identification of disaster, and use the standard to
classify the possible impact area of flash floods. Then a monitor
system will be set at the mountainous area to collect the
instantaneous rainfall and water level. When the rainfall and
water level reach the disaster value, an alarm signal will be sent to
people living there. People are supposed to go to the safe areas
planned beforehand. The local government needs a model to
predict the impact area and arrival time of flash floods as soon as
heavy rain is forecasted or detected, and make further protection
manners and evacuation plans for the flash flood.

Since these warning systems should respond in a rather short
time, the modeling tools for flood propagation are simplified to
save the calculation time. Models, such as statistical models or
simplified hydrodynamic models, focus on water levels,
discharge, and rainfall, but the propagation process of flow
and sediment are seldom mentioned (Chen, et al., 2014; Zhou,
et al., 2015; Zhang, et al., 2020).

To study the flood in detail, many researchers simulated the
flash flood with depth-averaged two-dimensional hydrodynamic
models, which is a comprising tool to capture the flow dynamic
behavior and save computational time for spatially large-scale
flow domains (Guan, et al., 2016; Liu, et al., 2020). These models
solve the full governing equations, including rainfall and
infiltration sections. The equations discretization use the
Godunov method (Toro, 2001), which can capture the shock
wave accurately and deal with the sharp change of bed form
stably. The calculation time is acceptable, and is a very promising
tool (Cao, et al., 2011; Yang, et al., 2014; Kvočka, et al., 2015;
Yoshioka, et al., 2015; Guan, et al., 2016; Liang, et al., 2016; Hu
and Song, 2018; Bellos, et al., 2020; Contreras and Escauriaza,
2020; Khosronejad, et al., 2020).

The hydrodynamic models do not simulate the transport of
sediment, even though this is a key and complicated issue that
impacts flash flood movement. This is because intense sediment
transport tends to cause river morphological changes (bed and
bank), which alters the computational domain for flood
propagation. Therefore, a rational modeling of flash floods is
to couple the simulations of both flow motion and sediment-
transport-induced bed morphological change (as bank erosion
is neglected). For a mountainous river, the river basin is small.
The annual variation of rainfall changes significantly. In the dry-
season, the discharge is rather small, and parts of the riverbed
are bare. The flow can only transport fine sand so the bed form
changes insignificantly. On the contrary, in the wet season, the
discharge is large, and the entire riverbed is underwater. The
flow can move large amounts of sediment and large-size gravels
and rocks to the river. However, these gravel or rocks cannot
move a long way; they will deposit at the lower velocity region of
the river until a next large flood re-initiates them in the
transport process (Liu and He, 2017; Li, et al., 2019; Lorenzo
Lacruz et al., 2019).

The transport of sediment in mountainous rivers is very
complicated, and traditional methods, such as field
investigations and lab experiments, have great difficulty in
exploring the mechanism of flash flood propagation. In this
study, we use a depth-average two-dimensional model
coupling hydrodynamic and morphological modules to
conduct a numerical inversion of a flash flood in the Zhongdu
River.

STUDY AREA

The study area covers the Zhongdu River, which lies in Yibin, in
the Sichuan Province. On August 15th and 16th of 2018, heavy
rain fell into the Zhongdu River drainage basin, and the flood
rushed into the river and destroyed Zhongdu Town lying by the
river. Figure 1 shows the satellite image of the Zhongdu River and
Zhongdu Town. Zhongdu Town is separated by the river and
connected by the Zhongdu Bridge. The study region comes from
5 km upstream of the town to 9 km downstream of the town
along the Zhongdu River.

In this study, we collected high-resolution (5 m) DEM (Digital
Elevation Model) data by remote sensing (Figure 1), sieved the
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sediment of the river bed, and got the flood discharge (Figure 2)
through the hydrometric station of Zhongdu River (near CS20).
The discharge data at the hydrometric station was collected at an
interval of 40 min. All these data contribute to the numerical
inversion of the flash flood.

METHODOLOGY

In this study, we adopted the depth-averaged two-dimensional
shallow water equations coupled with sediment transport and bed
variation equations (Xia, et al., 2010) to simulate the flash flood
and sediment transport during the disaster.

Continuity equation:
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Equation of bed load transport:

z
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Equation of bed deformation:

ΔZb

Δt � αbωb(qb − qbp)
ρ′ (5)

in which t denotes time; hmeans water depth; u and v present
velocity components in the x and y-directions, respectively; g
is gravitational acceleration; vt � turbulent viscosity
coefficient; Δρ � ρs − ρw in which ρw � clear water density
and ρs � sediment density; and ρm � density of water–sediment
mixture.

ρm � (1 − Sv)ρw + Svρs � (1 − S
ρs
)ρw + S (6)

where Sv is the volumetric sediment concentration and S � total
concentration of graded sediments (kg/m3) . In this study, only
the bed load transport is calculated, so S equals to qb.

ρ0 � (1 − ρ′
ρs
)ρw + ρ′ (7)

in which ρ0andρ′ denote the density of saturated and dry bed
material, respectively. The bed slope terms (Sbx, Sbx) and friction

FIGURE 1 | Satellite image of the Zhongdu River and Zhongdu Town.

FIGURE 2 | Monitored discharge during the flash flood (near CS20).
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slope terms (Sfx , Sfy) are written as Sbx � −zZb/zx, Sby � −zZb/zy
and Sfx � n2u








u2 + v2

√
/h4/3, Sfy � n2v








u2 + v2

√
/h4/3 in the x and y

direction, respectively. Where Zb � bed elevation; n �Manning’s
roughness coefficient
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qb(in kg/m3) is amount of bed load in a unit volume of water;
ωb � setting velocity of bed load; qb0 � transport capacity of bed
load in a unit volume of water, in kg/m3; and αb � non-
equilibrium adaptation coefficient of bed load. Kb is an
empirical coefficient; Uc � incipient velocity of bed-load;
and C0 � dimensionless Chézy coefficient. qbp � value of
bed load in a unit volume is obtained according to qbp �
qb0/(hU).

The governing Eqs 1–4 can be rewritten in the uniform:
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S is source section, and equal to the rest of the sections of each

governing equation.

Un+1
i � Un

i +∑(Enx + Gny) + S (11)

The governing equations are solved by the method of finite
volume with triangular meshes (Figure 3). The variables
(h,u,v,qb, and zb) in each mesh are updated in a time
marching way (Eq. 11). Un

i is the variable’s value at time n,
Un+1
i is the variable’s value at time n+1, and Enx + Gny denotes

the flux crossing the edges of the mesh. The calculation process is
shown in Figure 4.The calculation codes used in this study have
been successfully used in former studies by the author (Yang et al.,
2020). The simulation region covers most parts of the Zhongdu
River, and the number of the simulation mesh is about 150,000.
Each mesh size is about 10 m (Figure 3).

In this study, four scenarios, with and without considering the
sediment transport, are simulated using the above-mentioned

FIGURE 3 | Part of the calculation meshes.

FIGURE 4 | Flow chart of the calculation.
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model. The flow conditions for the simulation are listed in
Table 1. Scenario one comes from the traditional flood
simulation that sediment transport is neglected (in Figure 4,
qb and bed elevation are not calculated), and scenario two to four
presents the coupled calculation of water and sediment transport
with different assumed initial thicknesses of sediment (2, 4, and
6 m, respectively). For each scenario, only two empirical
parameters need to be set: the diameter of the sediment and
the roughness of bed. The medium diameter of the sediments is
0.02 m, and the roughness n is set as 0.025. Among all the
scenarios, the initial bed elevations are the same with the
high-resolution terrain data. In order to study the unsteady
process of the flash flood, hydraulic data of 20 cross sections
(Figure 1) are saved at every time step and data of the full
simulation region are saved every 6 min during the calculation
(the total simulation time is 1,440 min).

RESULTS

Flood Enlargement Along the Zhongdu
River
In this study, the inlet (upstream CS01) discharge is based on
the discharge profile monitored by the hydrometric station
near CS20. The simulated discharge profiles at CS20 in four
scenarios are shown in Figure 5. The shape of the four
discharge profiles are nearly the same as the monitor data,
except for the peak value and arrival time of the flood wave.
Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE) and Root Mean

Squared Error (Error (RMSE) between the simulated
discharge and monitored discharge for each case is listed
in Table 2. and it also presents that the discharge profile
could be similar after a 14 km long flow and sediment
transport.

The enlargement of peak discharge is a common property of
flash floods, meaning that the peak discharge of the flood can
be amplified by sediment intrusion and bed form obstruction.
The enlargement may lead to more serious destruction for
places with high velocity than other places suffering the
same flood.

Figure 6A presents the arrival time of the flood at each cross
section. Since the discharge is small compared to the peak value,
the beginning flood wave takes about 2 h to reach CS20. The
differences among the four scenarios are about 2 min at
CS01∼CS14 (Figure 6B), which means the sediment intrusion
advances the flood wave 2 min earlier to the cross sections. While
at cross CS20, the flood wave of Case-6 m arrives 10 min earlier
than that of Case-0 m.

Figure 7A shows the peak level at each cross section, and
Figure 7B presents the relative peak water level (relative to case-
0 m) at all the cross sections. The water level falls about 130 m
along the 14 km long river. Among all 20 cross sections, the peak
water level can be divided into two categories: raised sections and
lowered sections. For raised sections, such as CS05∼CS13, the peak
water levels of Case-2 m, Case-4 m, and Case-6 m are about 2 m
higher than that of Case-0 m.On the contrary, for lowered sections,
like CS14 and CS17, the peak water levels of Case-2 m, Case-4 m,
and Case-6 m are about 2 m lower than that of Case-0 m. The
sediment could raise or lower the water level, which will add much
uncertainty to the preventive measure for the flood.

Peak discharges at 20 cross sections are shown in Figure 8.
At CS01∼CS05, due to the sediment intrusion, the bulk of the
flood expands, and the peak discharge keeps rising along the
Zhongdu River. After a certain distance, the water comes to its
transport capacity of sediment, some of the sediment deposits
at the low velocity region, and the bulk of the flood shrinks,
such as in CS06∼CS14. Furthermore, the discharges may get
enlarged again by the sharp contract channel (CS16∼CS20),
which induces a bigger velocity and higher sediment transport
capacity. Overall, scenarios with sediment transport reveal

TABLE 1 | Flow conditions for the simulation scenarios.

Scenarios Inlet discharge Inlet sediment concentration Bed deformation

Case-0 m Same as Figure 3 0 Fixed bed
Case-2 m Same as Figure 3 0 Initial thickness is 2 m
Case-4 m Same as Figure 3 0 Initial thickness is 4 m
Case-6 m Same as Figure 3 0 Initial thickness is 6 m

FIGURE 5 | Monitored and simulated discharge at Cross section 20.

TABLE 2 | NSE and RMSE for each case at CS20.

case Case-0m Case-2m Case-4m Case-6m

NSE 0.996 0.995 0.993 0.996
RMSE(m) 49.0 55.4 63.0 50.2
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much larger peak discharge than cases without sediment
transport. Therefore, for rivers with huge sediment supply,
sediment transport should be taken into account, the
neglection of which would produce huge errors.

Velocity Distribution Along the Zhongdu
River
For better understanding of the bed elevation variation, we
define the siltation thickness as the difference between the
instantaneous and the initial bed elevation of the simulation.

Where the siltation thickness is larger than zero, it means the
sediment deposits there. On the contrary, if the value is
smaller than zero, it denotes the bed is being scoured.

In order to analyze the impact of sediment transport on the
flash flood disaster near Zhongdu Town, the velocity and depth
distribution are present in Figure 9. The contour shows the depth
distribution, while the arrows shows the velocity direction and
magnitude. The solution time is at 720 min, when the inlet
discharge is approaching the peak value. As shown in
Figure 9A, the sediment transport is not simulated, and the
calculated main flow (regions with deeper depth) approaches the

FIGURE 6 | Simulated arrival time (A) and relative arrival time (B) of flood wave at cross sections.

FIGURE 7 | Peak water level (A) and relative peak water level (B) at cross sections.
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concave brims along the river channel. On the contrary, as shown
in Figure 9B, the sediment transport is modeled, and the main
flow runs along the central line of the channel.

Figure 10 presents siltation distribution at Zhongdu Town.
Sediments deposit at the concave side of the bend, while some
sediment is silted at the convex side of the bend. Two major
deposit regions lie at the opposite bank of Zhongdu Town and
downstream of the same side of the town. The high-rise bed
deflects the water near the concave side to the center of the
channel, which contributes to the velocity distribution and
inundated area in Figure 9B.

Figure 11A shows the results downstream of Zhongdu Town.
The region between CS13 and CS14, where the channel width
changes rapidly, has a much smaller velocity than in other
regions. As sediment transport is simulated, huge deposition
happened in this area (Figure 12). The sedimentation
decreases the water depth and raises the velocity there
(Figure 11B). Similar velocity and deposition distribution canFIGURE 8 | Peak discharge at cross sections.

FIGURE 9 | Velocity and depth distribution at Zhongdu Town in case-0m (A) and case-6m (B).
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also be noted in the area between CS15 and CS16, and the region
between CS16 and CS17.

Among all the cross sections, CS14 and CS17 have the lowest
level cross section, shown in Figure 7. Actually, the two cross
sections all lie in the scour region (Figure 12). The bed elevation
is lowered during the flood, and the water level is also lowered due
to the sharp contract effect.

DISCUSSION

Model Applicability
In this study, we adopted the two-dimensional shallow water
models coupled with sediment transport and bed deformation
models for flash flood waves in a mountain river. The models
calculated the water and sediment transport in a time marching

FIGURE 10 | Siltation distribution at Zhongdu Town.

FIGURE 11 | Velocity and depth distribution downstream the Zhongdu Town in case-0m (A) and case-6m (B).
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way. In each time step, conservation of mass and conservation of
momentum is always fulfilled. The model can provide much
detailed information about the flash flood.

For flash flood simulations with two-dimensional shallow
water models, high resolution topography data, grading profile
of sediment, and discharge profile are all essential for simulation
accuracy. So theoretically, if the data about topography,
sediment, and discharge is collected, the model can be used
to simulate other flash floods. However, the data for the
discharge usually cannot be obtained directly; unlike the
discharge monitored by the hydrometric station at Zhongdu
River, the discharge is generally calculated by a hydrological
model based on the rainfall data, which contains much
uncertainty due to the non-uniformity of underlying surface
and rainfall. Poor discharge profiles will ruin the accuracy of
simulation results.

Flood Wave Enlargement
Both scenarios with and without sediment transport are
simulated by the proposed model. In case-0 m, the sediment
transport is not modeled, and the bed is fixed. The peak discharge
decreased a little along the channel, which may be induced by the
bend boundary. However, as sediment transport is modeled in
case-2 m ∼ case-6 m, the peak discharge is amplified significantly
along the river. Compared to Case-0 m, the arrival time of the
flash flood at each cross-section is advanced, and the peak level at
each cross-section is raised or lowered by the sediment deposition
and erosion. The sediment transport plays an important role in
flash flood wave propagation in mountain rivers, and it should be
taken into account in the flash floodmodeling of rivers with heavy
amounts of sediment.

For the verification of flood wave enlargement of actual flash
floods, it is difficult to verify the arrival time of flood wave, peak
water level, and peak discharge, as it is much hard to predict
where and when a flash flood will happen, not to mention setting
monitors to detect the flood. Furthermore, it is nearly impossible
to find two real flash floods with the same discharge profile and
different thicknesses of bed sediment. However, we can verify the
flood wave enlargement by physical modeling of the flash floods
with the same discharge profile and different sediment

thicknesses of bed sediment. We generate prescribed discharge
profiles by delicate flow rate controller, and mimic the sediment
transport by setting well-chosen sediment in a topographically
similar flume. Detectors can be set in the flume, and a large
amount of data of the flash floods can be collected for study and
verification of numerical models. Although the physical modeling
is more expensive and time consuming than numerical modeling
and may counter the scale effect problem (difference between
physical modeling flash floods and actual flash floods), the
physical modeling of flash floods is still valuable for studying
the detail of complicate flash floods. (3).

Zhongdu River, a mountain river, is composed of a series of
bends (Figure 1), and the flow moves in a similar way as that of a
plain river. The major difference is that bed load transport plays a
major role in bed variation. During the flood, since the velocity
and sediment concentration is so high, sediment deposits at the
concave side of the bend, and seldom lies down or is taken up at
the convex side of the bend. Furthermore, the frequency and
duration of flash floods in mountain rivers is much smaller than
that of floods in plain rivers. At times without flood, the water
contains little sediment, and takes small size sediment away
continuously. The bed form is sharpened by the flash flood
and smoothed by the streamlet.

For prevention of hazards caused by flash floods in river with a
series of bends, it is better to study the flow and sediment
movement during the flood. The convex brims of the bend
have a higher chance to suffer flash floods, and it is
recommended to set residential areas at the concave side of
the bend. Using the numerical hydro-dynamic models coupled
with sediment simulation is a good way to plan for safeguard
facilities.

CONCLUSION

(1) In this study, the disaster in Zhongdu Town is analyzed by the
depth-averaged two-dimensional model. The simulation shows
the flow and bed change process in detail, and offers great help
in studying the mechanism of flash floods and coming up with
engineering manners for preventing the impact of the flood.

FIGURE 12 | Siltation distribution downstream the Zhongdu Town.
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(2) Flash floods usually takes large amounts of sediment
during the transport. The flood wave arrival time could
be advanced and the peak discharge and peak level could
be enlarged by the sediment intrusion. Without
considering the sediment movement, the traditional
numerical models may underestimate the destructive
power of floods.

(3) Due to the difficulty in obtaining the sediment
parameters of the riverbed, the amount of sediment
coming from upstream and fetched from the riverbed
is based on assumption. The simulation result may be
different from the actual flood in quantity, but the general
mechanism is authentic for flash floods in rivers with a
series of bends, which are common in mountain rivers,
and water and sediment in bends move in a much
different way during flash floods compared to those on
low discharge occasions. Figuring out the rules of flash
floods in bends will help in planning residential areas,
safeguard facilities, and evacuation procedures for flash
floods.
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